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Examples questioning the use of partial likelihood 

I Universidade de SEo Paulo, IME, C.P. 20570, CEP 01498, Srlo Paulo, Brasil and 
22Periton Lane, Minehead TA24 8AQ, U.K. 

Abstract. Examples are given which cast doubt on the general validity of the partial likelihood 

argument and suggest that more stringent conditions need to be placed on the method before it can be 

used generally. Reasons are given for thinking that no such conditions can be found. 

Key words and phrases: nuisance parameter, minimal sufficiency, Bore1 paradox, likelihood principle, 

contingency table, life table. 


1 Introduction 

Consider data x with density p(xl8,@) dependent on two parameters, 8 and @. In the 
present note I9 and @ will be real numbers but in general they could be many 
dimensional or even real functions. For any statistic t=t(x), we may write 

in terms of the marginal distribution o f t  and the conditional distribution of x, given t. 
(Here and elsewhere, p(.l.) is a general notation for the probability density of what 
precedes the vertical line, given what follows it.) If the conditional distribution does 
not depend on @, 

and there is a factorisation of the likelihood for 8 and @, given x, into a product of two 
terms one of which does not involve @. The suggestion has been made that, in order to 
make inferences about 8,@ being a nuisance parameter, it might be sensible to ignore 
the first factor, involving @, and use only the second, so removing the need to consider 
the nuisance parameter @ at all. This is of considerable practical value, especially when 
@ is a complicated parameter as it is in the first example, Cox (1 972), of the method, 
where @ is a hazard function A(t) of time t. The factor p(xlt,8) is called a partial 
likelihood and may be used for likelihood methods of inference or, using the sample 
space of x, given the observed value of t, for inferential methods based on sampling 
distributions. (There is another factorisation of (1.1) in which the marginal distribu- 
tion of t does not depend on @. Similar ideas apply then to p(t18) which is called a 
marginal likelihood. An example of this occurs in Section 5.) 

Although the method of partial likelihood has had several apparent successes, 
notably in the proportional hazards model of Cox (1972), well described by Kalb- 
fleisch & Prentice (1 980), it is difficult to justify discarding the other factor p(tl 8,@) in 
(1.2) especially in the important practical case where @ is complicated and its removal 
all the more desirable. The present note collects together some counter-examples 
where the method of partial likelihood either does not work or possesses properties 
that may be thought to be undesirable. This is not done in any destructive sense but in 
order to clarify some pertinent matters. What are needed are easily verified conditions 
under which the method can be used and the nuisance parameter safely forgotten. The 
examples suggest that these will be rather restrictive. 
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If (1.2) holds then, for any known value of 8, t is sufficient for @. It is then usual to 
demand, Cox (1975) and Godambe ( 1  980), that t be complete before the method can 
be used. Then, for any known value of 8, t is a minimal sufficient statistic for @.This 
requirement guarantees the smallest possible reduction of the full model, p(xl8,@),to a 
model that depends only on 8, p(xl t,8). It will be convenient to write x=(a,t) where a 
is another statistic which, together with t, is equivalent to x. Equation (1.2) may then 
be written 

and the partial likelihood is p(al t,8). 

2 2 x 2 Contingency table: binomial distributions 

the most familiar application of the partial likelihood argument is to the 2 x 2 
contingency table 

a b  m 
c d n - m  

t n-t  n 

where m and n are fixed. A convenient description is in terms of two coins which are 
independently tossed m and n- m times, resulting in a and c heads, respectively; a and 
c having binomial distributions with parameters p and q respectively, the chances of 
heads for the coins. The argument is that, in testing the hypothesis that p=q, the other 
margin, t, may also be held fixed and inferences may be based on the conditional 
distribution of the table entries (effectively a)  given the margins. 

Now 

The new parameterisation 

and @=qmakes the hypothesis to be tested 8= 1 .  (Note that the argument would apply 
to any inferences about the odds-ratio such as its estimation.) Then (2.1) is 

m n - m  @@'(I-@)"-' 
p(a,tl8>@)=(aI (  t-a )(l-@+o@)m 

where c has been replaced by t-a. On summing over a 

@'( I  -@ym n - m  
p(t18.@)= ( 1  -@+o@)m).C(aI (  t-a ) @  

so that 

P ( ~ I t,8,@)= 

mailto:-@+o@)m).C(a
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which does not depend on the nuisance parameter @ and hence may be used for 
inferences about 8, in particular to test 8= 1 or p=q. This is Fisher's exact test. Note 
that t is sufficient and complete (for @, given 8). 

3 2 X 2 Contingency table: negative-binomial distributions 

Let the contingency table situation be modified so that b and dare  fixed, rather than m 
and n-m. The distributions for the two coins will then be negative binomial in 
contrast to the (positive) binomial usually considered. Now 

and in terms of 8 and @ 

where (a,t) are the data and (b,d) are fixed. An attempt to carry through the previous 
argument that led to (2.3) fails because the minimal sufficient statistic for @ given 8 is 
the whole sample (a,t). 

However, all is not lost, for consider the alternative parametrisation 

and @=q so that the null hypothesis p=q becomes <=1 and @ is the nuisance 
parameter. (3.1) may now be written 

t-a- 1 

.and summation over a gives 

a+b- 1 t-a+d- 1
~(tI5@)=(1-5@)'Ml -@)d ( a- )(  t-a- 1 

so that 

which does not depend on the nuisance parameter, @. Now t is minimal sufficient for 8 
given < and the partial likelihood argument can now proceed. 

We notice that if this new parametrisation, ( 5 4 ,  were to be used in the usual 
(positive) binomial case, the minimal sufficient statistic for @ given < would be the 
whole data (a,t) and the argument would fail just as in the negative binomial case with 
(84). The roles of the statistics t and (a,t) with the parametrisations (8,@) and (<,@)are 
reversed by changing the model from (positive) binomial to negative binomial or vice- 
versa. 

It is known (Lindley & Phillips, 1976) that with a single coin, significance tests with 
the positive (m fixed) and negative (b fixed) binomials give different results; so it is not 
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surprising that with two coins (2.3) and (3.3) should differ. What is interesting is that 
in order to obtain the tests or estimates different parametrisations have to be used: 

for the binomial and 

for the negative binomial. Note that, although different, there is a one-to-one corre- 
spondence between any two of the parametrisations (p,q),(849, and (<,@).However, 8 
and < are quite different; for example, one is not a function of the other. Even the 
hypotheses I9= 1 and <= 1 are in a sense different, as Borel's paradox shows (Lindley, 
1980). Why should a scientist be forced to shift his interest from I9 to <just because the 
same data were obtained in different ways? This raises doubts concerning the value of 
the partial likelihood approach. The next examples concerns another feature of the 
argument. 

4 Information in the marginal distribution 

It is clear that the method of partial likelihood will not be satisfactory if the omitted 
factor of the original likelihood (1.2), p(tl8,@) contains substantial information about 
9, despite the presence of @. The next example concerns a situation where this is true. 

Suppose the data are (a,t) and that the marginal distribution of t is normal with 
mean 8 and variance 1 +6[2F(@)- 11. Here 8 and @ are real, unknown parameters; 6 is 
a known, positive real number (to be thought of as small); and F(.) is a known 
distribution function. The idea is that as @, the nuisance parameter, varies over the 
whole real line, the variance of t changes a little from 1-6 to 1+6. To complete the 
description, suppose that the conditional distribution of a, given t, is normal with 
mean t + 8  and unit variance. This does not involve @ and the factorisation (1.2) 
required for the partial likelihood argument is available. Using it, we have that (a- t) 
is the best estimate of 8 with unit variance. 

However, if all the data are considered we may write 

where cl and c2 are independent normals with zero means and variances about one 
and exactly one respectively. Hence a=28+c1+c2 and 4a is an estimate of 8 with 
variance about 4 and, if 6 t 2 ,  certainly less than 1, the variance of the estimate based 
on partial likelihood. Consequently the partial likelihood method is only about 50% 
efficient. 

Another feature of the example is that although the partial likelihood approach leads 
to the use of (a-t) whenever 6#0, it gives 4a when 6=0, when t is no longer 
sufficient. Consequently the argument has an abrupt discontinuity at 6=0, which is 
unsatisfactory. 

Note that for a known value of 8,t, although sufficient, is not complete for @, a point 
we had overlooked above. With 8 known ~ = ( t - 8 ) ~  is both sufficient and complete for 
@ and the partial likelihood argument should be based on u, not t. Write t=(u,z) where 
z= + 1(- 1) if t>(<)I9. Clearly p(z= + 1)= 112, irrespective of the values of u, I9 and @, 
and the partial likelihood is p(a,zlu,8). This is equal to 
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since z has a known distribution and t=(u,z). We are therefore led to the same partial 
likelihood, p(al t,8) originally used. 

Finally we notice that the use of ~ = ( t - 8 ) ~  is awkward because although it is a 
statistic, given 0, it is not a statistic in the original problem. 

5 Life-table example 

This example is due to Basu (1 977) and Lindley (1979) where it arises in the analysis 
of life-tables. Consider a trinomial distribution with chances in three cells 

depending on two parameters, 8 and @, both in the unit interval. For data (a,b,c) the 
likelihood is 

(1 +8).(1 -8)b@. (1 -@).(I +@)b@ (5.1) 

which factors into a function of 8 times one of @. Since, in the life-table context, 8 and 
@ refer to different features (8 to death and @ to withdrawal) it seems reasonable to 
base inferences for 8 entirely on that factor of (5.1) that contains it. Yet there are no 
statistics a and t that enable it to be written as a product of probability distribution as 
(1.2) does. Consequently the sample space for a significance test or an unbiased 
estimate is unclear. 

One may claim that this example exactly fits the definition of likelihood factor given 
by Lindsay (1980). But Lindsay's paper contains an example that shows his definition 
will not work. It has been discussed in detail by Lindley (1985). The essence of the 
argument is that again there is a trinomial with probabilities 

with 5 0 5  1 and 0 5 0 5 t .  For data (a,t,n-a- t) t has a distribution that depends only 
on 0 and is a marginal likelihood (see Section 1). This distribution is binomial with 
parameter 

and t/n is accordingly the best estimate of it. Lindsay shows that in the original 
trinomial situation it has optimality properties. Yet it can easily happen that t/n is 
greater than 4, whereas the parameter is necessarily less than or equal to 1. Conse-
quently the 'best' estimate can be an impossible value for the parameter. (On the 
average it is all right.) 

6 Discussion 

A very common and important problem in statistical practice is how to make 
inferences about a parameter of interest, 8, in the presence of nuisance parameters, @. 
Outside the Bayesian method, there is a no general way to do this, and even within it 




